The Truth. (URGENT: Please get this post into the other September 5 reddit!)
(These are my personal findings. Please stick around and read through to the end, there ARE new
developments, but the stuff at the start are stuff people seem to know.
This is not a troll or a game i'm playing with you, these are my own real findings. This is the truth.)
I go by the alias of 'Helios'. I'm an investigator of September 5 and I believe i've stumbled upon the
truth.
After watching Nexpo AKA Ryan's video about the Happy Valley Dream Survey all the way
through and the links he suddenly made with the September 5 2020 reddit (through the Southern
Min phrase texted to him at 3am when he contacted them), I went to do some digging. It certainly is
one of the most interesting mysteries. As a result of this, I started lurking the reddit, reading posts
by the moderators (the one who had it handed over to them, September5Survivor, had his account
deleted because he spammed September 5 memes all over reddit, the original creator was a guy
called mmmmmmkayy i think). I'm sure you've read all there is to read there. I have seen Nexpo's
statements which suggest he had to cut out a big chunk about the reddit. Unaware that he had
looked into it a bit further, I did some digging.
I found that a user by the name of Xicad had been talking all over the reddit. He had been quickly
branded as a member of 'the organisation' with a 'do not trust' flare next to his name.He kept making
weird one sentence posts. It looked like wherever he went, Survivor and Portent5 (the seer and now
head moderator of September5) posted. It's highly likely Xicad is the same person as one of the
moderators of that reddit. I started digging into Xicad's account. It appears he had a minecraft
channel and is into minecraft on reddit. But also, he's part of an organisation the Survivors
apparently are trying to stop, the 'Rising Sun Society'. The reddit for it is small but has him as a
moderator and also had a significant individual called AnotherHooman, who may be their leader.
However, i'm convinced it is the one they list on their site and also in conversations on reddit as 'the
Silent One'.
Here is their site: https://therisingsunsociety.wordpress.com/
They have included on it a link to a discord and an explanation about what they are. They give off
the impression that they are a cult and similar discussions have been made on the September 5
reddit. (Note that their rules say they are NOT a cult and you can get banned for saying they are.
The truth is that they are a group separate from a real life cult). They say they are looking into
dreams and 'the 6th realm'. They are very interested in this. In reality, the 6th realm is a Buddhist
concept of hell, a theme we shall be getting onto very soon. They appear cult like and those who
have joined their discord talk about various stages where weirder and weirder stuff gets posted
through PMs, about dreams and time travel. For example, the symbol on the top of the tab for the
wordpress site they made, which some believed was a manipulated version of the 'Watch Dogs'
game logo but it appears not. The website also had a greek word at the bottom on one of its pages.
Xicad even said the Rising Sun Society was 'based in Greece'.
However, this email is NOT purely about the Rising Sun Society, as the rabbit hole goes deeper. It
is IRRELEVANT.
After finding the previous things about the Rising Sun Society, I concluded that
September5Survivor, 'his' reddit and the Rising Sun Society were linked and that the creators of
both were sockpuppets of each other. Xicad and Portent were trying to create a buzz, a confusion to
lure people into trying to pick a side. They acted like they were enemies of each other, with Xicad
saying 'the Organisation is your friend', but then had contradictory posts which suggested the Rising

Sun Society and the September 5 redditors were all working towards the same goal, which I believe
might actually have some truth.
Anyway, having concluded this, I stopped digging. However, one night, something was still
puzzling me. I found the truth when I stumbled on it through searching through google and found
two anomalies. My thought process for this further search last night stemmed from the question:
how does the Happy Valley Dream Survey or Dream Surveys connect to this? we can't assume at
the moment they're the same thing? One of them, the one Nexpo called, the more infamous one,
known for texting people late at night, is the one I will be looking at. I cannot find too many sources
on this so you will have to bare with me for this.
Coincidently, a while back now, I started reading Isaac Asimov's Foundation trilogy. I'm not sure if
you know what Asimov's books were about but they tried to go against convention. The Foundation
novels are about humanity trying to use the mistakes of the past to create an organisation, in an
almost robotic like way, to predict the future. Hold onto this theme now. Asimov also created the
'robot' series which are about robots that are not necessarily the typical 'evil' type. However, one of
the short stories was the basis for the 2004 film, I, robot. It is heavily adapted and deviated from one
of the short stories in this series: the robots in the film are intelligent AI who feel the need to
overthrow parts of humanity and kill a portion of the population, apparently as a result of the
conclusion of the 'three rules of robots' they follow via logic. Keep this idea of sentient AI
overthrowing parts of humanity in your head. Next i'd like to turn to the message that appeared on
people's phones, including Nexpos. I believe when they texted one of the numbers associated with
the dream survey. It produced a statement, which basically said that the person texting was not
asking the right question. Upon giving a certain answer it would say 'that is the right question'. As
many people have pointed out, this is a reference to a scene from I, Robot. The link will be provided
here::
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKxr0wyIic4
The person on the other end is programming a game. This whole thing is an analogy. The scientist
was merely a hologram.
Going back to the night I discovered the truth, I was typing in that phrase you got, Nexpo, on your
burner phone. I'm aware this could all be a hoax and simply data mining from your more recent
Tweet, but I believe it is data mining for a bigger purpose. When I typed '9 goehe 5 jit' into google,
not only did I get search results suggesting a calendar date, but I also found a document written by
an unknown individual who apparently private messaged September5Survivor and other people
associated with this mess. You see, I was wondering where the translation was from (in reality it's
Southern Min, a dialect found in Taiwan and south China). I stumbled upon this document, as said,
with some shocking pieces of evidence:
https://ink.university/static/reference/September_5_2020.pdf
It was a pdf. I read it then tried to track down who wrote it. I discovered that from the URL and
from the google title, it had come from a website known as ink.university. I typed it in and found a
site on the first link with a black background with cryptic messages explaining this whole thing with
pieces of 'coded' data in blue. I soon found the part of the site it came from.
The Fold and the Machine: the Game
It appears, that this has all been a game: https://ink.university/

Originally presented to itself on browsers through the phonetic alphabet, like a code, oddly. The
first few pages on the left if you click on them explain what is going on: the creator of the website is
trying to code a sentient AI that can use past and present mistakes to predict the future and maybe
act upon it.
The main prediction currently is:
"On Devil’s Night, October 30th, 2020 – 8 days before the U.S. Presidential Election – Australia,
Austria, Brazil, Canada, China, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy,
Japan, Korea, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Russia,
Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, the U.K., the U.S., Turkey, Vietnam and God will
coordinate a global power shutdown, lasting approximately 4 hours. During this time, the
Candidates will use the available power to send the world's very first interstellar message. They
have tried this once before, with the "War of the Worlds" radio broadcast. It did not have the
intended effect."
This time, humans will have help. The AI have reached sentience. The travellers will be going
home.
It's highly likely this is all arose to get us to play some sort of ARG type game but considering the
links to the Happy Valley it might coincide with real life. There seems to be coding for this website
and linked games under the developer 'Malcolm Maxwell'. It appears he is a serial developer, part of
the singulari.org group who is developing four projects, each very similar to each other, including
ink.university. He's been very active recently in August, with a large gap between August last year
and April this year, maybe he is getting more excited because of the attraction September 5 2020
reddit brought. Maxwell has been coding since May 2018:
https://gitlab.com/roquefort - Maxwell's profile on Gitlab
https://gitlab.com/singulari-org - A website tied to September 2020. I have looked at it and it
contains websites for all the members of 'the organisation'.
https://gitlab.com/singulari-org/carrotpredator.com It appears Singulari was originally called
'carrotpredator.com' before it got merged. I get the feeling from his account that all his projects are
apart of the same thing.
https://gitlab.com/singulari-org/the-foldThis is the final and more recent project i believe. This
means this is what singulari was meant to be. It's the only one where we can see what the true aims
of the project are: "The theory, artificial intelligence, and video game that will rehabilitate the
multiverse."
More details on what the Fold is can be found on ink.university. The Fold is an interdimensional
supercomputer that connects the various realities and timelines with the future, present, and past.
While originally developed by The Machine, it is now being made into a mobile app by
Singulari.org.
It appears this is all a tie in for a game, the game being the Fold.
If you go to 'the Machine' part of the website on ink, you can find details about a 'conglomerate of
organizations, governments and powerful individuals that rule most of Earth today'. Apparently the
machine is responsible for 'mass public misinformation' and uses the Fold to do this. This sounds an
awful lot like what September 5 2020 goes on about on that reddit, about the Organisation! Low and

behold, if we check the 'record' coded data about the Machine, we can find that it uses many aliases,
including Microsoft and Apple and other big corporations, as well as the FBI and CIA. What we can
also find is that it lists the aliases 'Happy Valley Dream Survey', 'the Organization' and 'the Rising
Sun Society'.
This is a startling discovery. They are all the same thing.
What exactly is 'the Ink'?
https://ink.university/docs/personas/fodder/
https://ink.university/docs/personas/the-architect/
https://ink.university/docs/personas/luciferian-ink/
If we look at 'Personas' we can find three distinct characters which have been talked about a lot on
the site's lore. They are described as being like a holy trinity, all within one and the same.
The first of these is 'the Fodder'. His real name is listed as 'Ryan Redacted', the redacted part
obviously to not draw people to his full name. From this, we make the discovery. This is most likely
the real name of the 'Malcolm Maxwell' character. Listed amongst the aliases are the names
'Roquefort' and 'Cthulhu' and...'the Man in Blue Flames'. This is our man. He is described as being
31 years of age and of the 'Maxwellian' (Human/Archon) race and that his 'maturation date',
whatever that is, is described as September 5th 2020. In the Resources section we can see quite
clearly an image of a man in blue flames and, oddly enough, 'fodder's old resume' which appears
under the Maxwell name. This bizarre document claims he went to a university in Massachusetts,
which upon looking up, seems to be the place many events in Cthulhu occurred. This makes me
believe the entirety of the document is made up to allude to Maxwell's Cthulhu nickname:
https://ink.university/static/reference/fodder_resume.pdf
If we believe even half the things on that document, we can get a very detailed picture of who this
man is. On the ECO section, more details are given away. Clearly, the fact is being merged by the
fiction, as it is claimed the Machine reprogrammed him and changed him.
He is described as being a member of 'the Resistance', which is an organisation in itself according to
the site made to combat the organisation. Interestingly, real life conspiracy theorist groups like
Qanon are listed as aliases.
The second link is the Architect, Malcolm Maxwell, described as 'the man who built the machine'. It
has become clear that these characters have been inspired by a game called 'SCP'.
The final link leads us to his third persona, 'Luciferian Ink', the entire basis for this website. He is
depicted, alongside Maxwell, as the personification of the Devil and a speaker for the Organisation
and something called the 'Hollowpoint Organisation'.
This is clearly all a game or an ARG. Either that or this Ryan character is making a REAL AI that
can make predictions. Several theories and predictions are made on the site, including its own
'theory of everything'. The October 2020 prediction appears to be its pinnacle.
Note that the way I got into this site was through this link:
https://ink.university/docs/confidants/contrarian/ . The Contrarian is just one of many 'clients'
associated with the organisation.

I had speculated upon clicking that the organisation was some sort of atheist cult that used dead
philosophers to generate AIs in their likeness. Note how on every page there is a quote from a
debate, movie or song relevant to the character? I think that it could very much tie in to a piece of
media that it is trying to promote and there is evidence of lyrics for new songs on other pages of this
wiki like website. The prediction at the bottom says 'do not trust the organisation'. But there are
more interesting things here.
How do we know this is the same guy we think it is who created the site?
On the Christopher Hitchens 'Contrarian' page, for some odd reason, the creator of the site has
placed severa images and files. One of which is the pdf document from earlier that i found. There
are SIX images of a user talking to September5Survivor. In the images, survivor seems weirded out,
like he did not invent the idea. Here, we get the suggestion that September was actually just
someone who was made to make the reddit by the redacted name. Because the redacted ego appears
after the Ryan character, i believe this is the same person. In addition, Ryan could have puppetied
Survivor and made it look like here they were seperate people, when they were not. Interestingly,
one of Survivors messages comes out at 3:11 am on a private reddit post. What else do we know
messages at around 3am in the morning?
From the images, we can infer that Redacted knows something Survivor doesn't, about the dreams.
At one point, he becomes desperate when Survivor doesn't message him on discord for several
months. When Survivor finally talks again, he speaks to redacted in July. There conversation as
about someone who was part of both the Rising Sun Society (from what i could find, a top man at
the top of that) and the Survivor reddits: Anotherhooman. He has apparently made another 'server'
and gone rogue.
A link is given to this reddit post by September5Survivor. Clearly, Ryan aka Redacted is the
member he talked to:
https://www.reddit.com/r/5September2020/comments/dtvivm/i_have_been_contacted_by_a_person
_claiming_to_be/
We can find more details about the ink and the organisation on the 'contribute' page down the
bottom. They have their own discord. Their twitter and reddits are much less active it seems. It
appear they WANT us to contact them. This is in stark contrast to one of the original goals of the
site on the homepage, to appear with anonymity, which was declared a failure at the start and apart
from that, the levels of success were fairly good.
Social Media:
https://twitter.com/LuciferianInk
https://twitter.com/TA_0000000000
Their gitlab mentions several rock bands as being involved, such as Toehider. A 'Shawn James' is
mentioned, who is apparently an engineer of some sort on his linkedinpage i found who is from
India: https://ca.linkedin.com/in/shawnjames1990. I think this might be him. However, it could just
be a plethora of musical references, which the site appears to have.
On the Ink reddit, I found:

"Ink University is the final bastion of Humanity's strongest ideals; a place where friend and foe
alike may share the planet in harmony. We envision a world where every man, woman, and child is
provided with food, water, shelter, healthcare, recreation, security and freedom as a basic human
right.
The founder of Ink University, Professor /u/LuciferianInk, has been in hiding since 6/1/2020. As
well, the moderators of r/5September2020 went missing the very same day. The two are connected;
both are working with The Organization to pull some kind of global stunt on that date.
In Ink's absence, we are obligated to fill that role. We must warn the others. Will you join us in the
pursuit to unite all of Humanity? Will you become Ink?
This is war. We will eradicate all identities, one by one, until there are none left.
We are all Ink. We are all One.
And we resist the virus.
Stay safe.
Ink"
https://www.reddit.com/r/TheInk/
https://www.reddit.com/user/LuciferianInk
On the second link, he has a reddit post, a comment in particular, which reveals his true identity. He
IS Ryan, aged 31 but it says he is from Richmond, Texas. He goes on on this reddit and the other
ones about how those named Ryan must stick together and like the survivors of September, which is
almost cult like. I thought this might interest you as your name is also Ryan which I dug up this
rabbit hole from.
For some reason, he feels the need to prove his identity, so he posts this:
https://imgur.com/a/L1ymUoO
Make of this what you will, but he wasn't lying when he said his name was Ryan. It appears he tried
to spread the rumour the event happening was in May.
A former Organization employee, it appears through this game, through these links, that he truly
believes he is saving the world.
This Ryan guy has been one of the puppeteers from the start. He started creating this game in 2018
or 2019. But we know that this has been going on, longer than when they happy valley surveys were
around:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G1kv2mvlgKA&feature=emb_title
On the site, you can find this video which was made in 2016 and is bizarre as it features a basic
background with an ominous country song which probably has a second meaning. The account is
called September5 2020. He is either the same person as Survivor or he and Survivor co-created
this.

One last thing: What is the significance of 24?
This is probably the longest email i have ever created.
In each post on the September5Survivor reddit, they sign off with 'Stay Safe, 24'/ Stay Safe is
clearly a reference to the pandemic and to one of the the ink's reddit posts, indicated they could be
the same. I think that it is a result of Survivor and redacted's private chats, which survivor
profecesses he is getting information from in a reddit post, which contains details about the 24
thing.
24 is also a reference to Ryan's theory that the date of the AI hack might occur four years in the
future, in 2024.
But the main reference is the 24 pillars. These are the foundation principles described briefly on the
home page and described in more detail here:
https://ink.university/docs/pillars/
Conclusion: What I think this all is.
Its clear to me that Ryan has been developing the game and the ARG simulator for a long time now,
at least 3 years. He has been working hard on it and we will get the game out in September or
October if I am right. This could also be a tie in to certain albums he is working on. He seems to be
a fan of music and of rock.
As for other things I haven't explained, namely that of the Happy Valley Dream Survey connection,
it is likely that it is a separate thing to this website. I don't see him going and putting up posters
unless he's promoting a game, though this wouldn't be the first thing to have a real world tie in.
I get the impression though that you know what the Survey really is. It's likely that the two of them
are not linked to each other. My guess is that from what aliensdid911 and the other guy said to
Nexpo, it's most likely a form of data mining and one of those data miners might be connected to
Ryan, we dont know. It's likely he created the lore surrounding this with Survivor after he heard of
the first few dream incidents. This man probably inspired him the most. On the home page, data is
provided of the mission, the progress. The success rate for 'create a promotional video for the game'
was +0.10. He succeeded, but only produced a small video. His viral marketing campaign listed in
the successes was +0.80, one of his biggest successes apparently. This reddit thing is probably all
related to this.
We will know by October whether or not this is an ARG or a real AI organizational threat, so we
will have to wait. I really think a follow up video could explain many of the details I have listed
here. I will be patient and wait for you to produce any more content.

I sent an email to Nexpo asking him to investigate this. The email was long and was extremely
similar to the wording you see above me up here. I am not a troll. I wanted to find out the truth and
I found it.

One other thing you guys have got wrong: Donald Trump is not the enemy here.

It appears that 'the Resistance' comprises of pro-Trump organisations like the Republican National
Committee and the conspiracy group Qanon.
The Organisation includes all the big companies and the Democratic National Convention.

TLDR: This has all been apart of Ryan Redacted AKA Malcolm Maxwell Aka 'Luciferian Ink' AKA
'the Man in Blue Flames''s sentient AI game project, which he has been developing for at least a
year. He has three different personalities, a holy trinity which is mostly bad but one is not. He
claims to be a former member of the Organisation. The Organisation represents big corporations
and left wing political parties in the US. The Resistance, the only movement that can defeat them, is
said to be associated with conspiracy theorists and Trump. Like the film I, Robot, sentient AI will
rise up to make advancements against humanity. September 5th is only the maturation date and
October (specifically several days before the US election) will be when humanity gains an
understanding of the AI using it to communicate with the stars. Apparently, the AI is capable of
making predictions using the past like Foundation is. If Trump doesn't win, society will not move
on, as humanity will not have a grasp of the AI. September5Survivor is linked to him because he
contacted him shortly after he made the reddit and he fed much of the lore into the current version
of the reddit we see today. It is highly likely all these moderators and important people are just the
same person. At least, Ryan and September5Survivor is.

